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The American Revolution: Writings from the Pamphlet Debate Vol. 2 1773-1776 (LOA
#266) Oct 29 2019 Acclaimed historian Gordon S. Wood presents the second volume in a stunning
collection of British and American pamphlets from the political debate that divided an empire—and
created a nation In 1764, in the wake of its triumph in the Seven Years War, Great Britain possessed
the largest and most powerful empire the world had seen since the fall of Rome and its North
American colonists were justly proud of their vital place within this global colossus. Just twelve short
years later the empire was in tatters, and the thirteen colonies proclaimed themselves the free and
independent United States of America. In between, there occurred an extraordinary contest of words
between American and Britons, and among Americans themselves, which addressed all of the most
fundamental issues of politics: the nature of power, liberty, representation, rights and constitutions,
and sovereignty. This debate was carried on largely in pamphlets and from the more than a thousand
published on both sides of the Atlantic during the period. Here, Gordon S. Wood has selected thirtynine of the most interesting and important to reveal as never before how this momentous revolution
unfolded. This second of two volumes follows the course of the ultimate crisis that led from the
Boston Tea Party to the final break, as the focus of debate turns from questions of representation
and rights to the crucial issue of sovereignty. Here is a young Thomas Jefferson offering his radical
Summary View of the Rights of British America; Samuel Johnson pronouncing Taxation no Tyranny
and asking "How is that we hear the loudest yelps for liberty among the drivers of negros?"; Edmund
Burke trying to hold the empire together in his famous Speech on Conciliation; and Thomas Paine
turning the focus of American animus from Parliament to king in the truly revolutionary pamphlet
Common Sense. The volume includes an introduction, headnotes, a chronology of events,
biographical notes about the writers, and detailed explanatory notes, all prepared by our leading
expert on the American Revolution. As a special feature, each pamphlet is preceded by a typographic
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reproduction of its original title page. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural
organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping
permanently in print, America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series
includes more than 300 volumes to date, authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length,
feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free
paper that will last for centuries.
A Short History of the American Revolution Sep 28 2019 Traces the roots of the rebellion and the
course of the Revolutionary War, with its major personalities, strategies, and campaigns
Constitutional History of the American Revolution Nov 22 2021 Designed for use in courses,
this abridged edition of the four-volume Constitutional History of the American Revolution
demonstrates how significant constitutional disputes were in instigating the American Revolution.
John Phillip Reid addresses the central constitutional issues that divided the American colonists from
their English legislators: the authority to tax, the authority to legislate, the security of rights, the
nature of law, the foundation of constitutional government in custom and contractarian theory, and
the search for a constitutional settlement. Reid's distinctive analysis discusses the irreconcilable
nature of this conflict—irreconcilable not because leaders in politics on both sides did not desire a
solution, but because the dynamics of constitutional law impeded a solution that permitted the
colonies to remain part of the dominions of George III.
1764--The First Year of the American Revolution Dec 24 2021
Spies of the American Revolution Jun 17 2021 "In You Choose format, explores the Revolutionary
War from the perspectives of spies on both the British and American sides"-The American Revolution Jan 01 2020 In the American colonies of the 1770s, people were fed up
with British laws. Local farmers and tradesmen secretly formed a militia. In 1775, when the British
marched into Lexington and Concord, Massachusetts, the Americans were ready. From that first
battle to the final showdown at Yorktown, the Americans fought against tremendous odds. The
British army was bigger and better trained. Food and guns were scarce. But George Washington’s
ragged army fought for–and won–the freedom and independence we cherish to this day.Illustrated
with black-and-white photographs, the tale of our country's fight for independence is brought to life
in fast-moving, dramatic detail.
Britain and the American Revolution Oct 22 2021 This is the first modern study to focus on the
British dimension of the American Revolution through its whole span from its origins to the
declaration of independence in 1776 and its aftermath. It is written by nine leading British and
American scholars who explore many key issues including the problems governing the American
colonies, Britain's diplomatic isolation in Europe over the war, the impact of the American crisis on
Ireland and the consequences for Britain of the loss of America.
Abigail Adams Oct 10 2020 A portrait of the supportive wife of President John Adams details the life
of this extraordinary woman who used her love for learning, for her family, and for her country to
shape the early history of the United States.
The American Revolution May 29 2022 A revised edition of an account on the Revolutionary War
includes new coverage of such topics as the destruction of British identity in the United States, the
impact of the war in other regions, and the link between the independence period and America's
capitalist economy. Reissue.
The American Revolution Feb 23 2022 Combines engaging text, hands-on activities and links to
primary sources in a chronicle of the American Revolution that describes the experiences of rebel
soldiers while introducing the official documents on which the country was founded. Simultaneous.
American Revolutions: A Continental History, 1750-1804 Dec 12 2020 “Excellent . . . deserves
high praise. Mr. Taylor conveys this sprawling continental history with economy, clarity, and
vividness.”—Brendan Simms, Wall Street Journal The American Revolution is often portrayed as a
high-minded, orderly event whose capstone, the Constitution, provided the nation its democratic
framework. Alan Taylor, a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner, gives us a different creation story in this
magisterial history. The American Revolution builds like a ground fire overspreading Britain’s
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colonies, fueled by local conditions and resistant to control. Emerging from the continental rivalries
of European empires and their native allies, the revolution pivoted on western expansion as well as
seaboard resistance to British taxes. When war erupted, Patriot crowds harassed Loyalists and
nonpartisans into compliance with their cause. The war exploded in set battles like Saratoga and
Yorktown and spread through continuing frontier violence. The discord smoldering within the fragile
new nation called forth a movement to concentrate power through a Federal Constitution. Assuming
the mantle of “We the People,” the advocates of national power ratified the new frame of
government. But it was Jefferson’s expansive “empire of liberty” that carried the revolution forward,
propelling white settlement and slavery west, preparing the ground for a new conflagration.
Chronology of the American Revolution Apr 15 2021 From the Battle of Lexington and Concord on
19 April, 1775, up through the reduction of the victorious Continental Army to a single regiment in
January 1784, this book is a day-to-day chronicle of the American Revolution, both on the battlefield
and in the halls of the Continental Congress. Covered in detail are the movements of not only the
Continental Army and Navy, but the Marines--not covered comprehensively in other sources--and the
militia. Information on the actions of Congress highlights each day's business, including the
resolutions pertinent to the war. Drawing on such vital primary documents as the Journals of the
Continental Congress and the Diplomatic Correspondence of the American Revolution, the book
offers a close-up view of the political and military tension of the time, the perilous situation of the
colonists, and the concerns of the soldiers and sailors immersed in battle. It also provides insight
into the moves and counter-moves of British and American forces as intelligence flowed in both
directions to influence the course of combat. All military campaigns of the revolution, from Canada
to Florida and Louisiana, are included. The result is unmatched coverage of the battles, both military
and legislative, that gave birth to America.
The American Revolution Reborn Mar 15 2021 The American Revolution conjures a series of
iconographic images in the contemporary American imagination. In these imagined scenes, defiant
Patriots fight against British Redcoats for freedom and democracy, while a unified citizenry rallies
behind them and the American cause. But the lived experience of the Revolution was a more
complex matter, filled with uncertainty, fear, and discord. In The American Revolution Reborn,
editors Patrick Spero and Michael Zuckerman compile essays from a new generation of
multidisciplinary scholars that render the American Revolution as a time of intense ambiguity and
frightening contingency. The American Revolution Reborn parts company with the Revolution of our
popular imagination and diverges from the work done by historians of the era from the past halfcentury. In the first section, "Civil Wars," contributors rethink the heroic terms of Revolutionary-era
allegiance and refute the idea of patriotic consensus. In the following section, "Wider Horizons,"
essayists destabilize the historiographical inevitability of America as a nation. The studies gathered
in the third section, "New Directions," present new possibilities for scholarship on the American
Revolution. And the last section, titled "Legacies," collects essays that deal with the long afterlife of
the Revolution and its effects on immigration, geography, and international politics. With an
introduction by Spero and a conclusion by Zuckerman, this volume heralds a substantial and
revelatory rebirth in the study of the American Revolution. Contributors: Zara Anishanslin, Mark
Boonshoft, Denver Brunsman, Katherine Carté Engel, Aaron Spencer Fogleman, Travis Glasson,
Edward G. Gray, David C. Hsiung, Ned C. Landsman, Michael A. McDonnell, Kimberly Nath, Bryan
Rosenblithe, David S. Shields, Patrick Spero, Matthew Spooner, Aaron Sullivan, Michael Zuckerman.
The Texas Connection with the American Revolution May 05 2020 All too often, when Americans
think of the American Revolution, they think only in terms of the events that occurred in the thirteen
English colonies. Important as they were, they do not tell the whole story. An oft-neglected part of it
concerns the role of Spain in the American Revolution. A generally unknown part of it is the Texas
connection. Overlooked by most historians much too long, the contribution of Spain, Texas included,
was vital in the winning of American independence two hundred years ago.
The Colonists' American Revolution Jul 27 2019 A Dissenting Companion to the U.S. History
Textbook Most U.S. History textbooks track the origins and evolution of American identity. They
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therefore present the American Revolution as the product of a gradual cultural change in English
colonists. Over time, this process of Americanization differentiated and alienated the settlers from
their compatriots and their government in Britain. This widely-taught narrative encourages students
to view American independence as a reflection of emerging American nationhood. The Colonists'
American Revolution introduces readers to a competing narrative which presents the Revolution as a
product of the colonists’ English identity and of English politics. This volume helps students
recognize that the traditional narrative of the Revolution is an argument, not a just-the-facts account
of this period in U.S. history. Written to make history interesting and relevant to students, this
textbook provides a dissenting interpretation of America’s founding—the Revolution was not the
result of an incremental process of Americanization, but rather an immediate reaction to sudden
policy changes in London. It exposes students to dueling historical narratives of the American
Revolution, encouraging them to debate and evaluate both narratives on the strength of evidence.
This stimulating volume: Offers an account of the Revolution’s chronology, causes, ends, and
accomplishments not commonly addressed in traditional textbooks Challenges the conventional
narrative of Americanization with one of Anglicization Presents the Atlantic as a bridge, rather than
a barrier, between England and its colonies Discusses the American Revolution as one in a series of
British rebellions Uses a dual-perspective approach to spark discussions on what it means to study
history Exposing students to two different ways of studying history, The Colonists' American
Revolution: Preserving English Liberty, 1607-1783 is a thought-provoking resource for
undergraduate and graduate students of early-American history, as well as historians and interested
general readers.
A People's History of the American Revolution Jun 05 2020 A sweeping narrative of the wartime
experience, A People's History of the American Revolution is the first book to view the revolution
through the eyes of common folk. Their stories have long been overlooked in the mythic telling of
America's founding, but are crucial to a comprehensive understanding of the fight for independence.
Now, the experiences of farmers, laborers, rank and file soldiers, women, Native Americans, and
African Americans -- found in diaries, letters, memoirs and other long-ignored primary sources -create a gritty account of rebellion, filled with ideals and outrage, loss, sacrifice, and sometimes
scurrilous acts...but always ringing with truth.
The American Revolution for Kids Apr 27 2022 Discusses the events of the American Revolution,
from the hated Stamp Act and the Boston Tea Party to the British surrender at Yorktown and the
writing of the Constitution. Activities include making a tricorn hat and discovering local history.
The Literary History of the American Revolution, 1763-1783 Sep 08 2020
A Companion to the American Revolution Aug 27 2019 A Companion to the American Revolution
is a single guide to the themes, events, and concepts of this major turning point in early American
history. Containing coverage before, during, and after the war, as well as the effect of the revolution
on a global scale, this major reference to the period is ideal for any student, scholar, or general
reader seeking a complete reference to the field. Contains 90 articles in all, including guides to
further reading and a detailed chronological table. Explains all aspects of the revolution before,
during, and after the war. Discusses the status and experiences of women, Native Americans, and
African Americans, and aspects of social and daily life during this period. Describes the effects of the
revolution abroad. Provides complete coverage of military history, including the home front.
Concludes with a section on concepts to put the morality of early America in today’s context.
The Unknown American Revolution Aug 08 2020 In this audacious recasting of the American
Revolution, distinguished historian Gary Nash offers a profound new way of thinking about the
struggle to create this country, introducing readers to a coalition of patriots from all classes and
races of American society. From millennialist preachers to enslaved Africans, disgruntled women to
aggrieved Indians, the people so vividly portrayed in this book did not all agree or succeed, but
during the exhilarating and messy years of this country's birth, they laid down ideas that have
become part of our inheritance and ideals toward which we still strive today.
The American Revolution Jun 29 2022 Original edition has subtitle: a concise history.
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South Carolina and the American Revolution Jan 13 2021 An estimated one-third of all combat
actions in the American Revolution took place in South Carolina. From the partisan clashes of the
backcountry's war for the hearts and minds of settlers to bloody encounters with Native Americans
on the frontier, more battles were fought in South Carolina than any other of the original thirteen
states. The state also had more than its share of pitched battles between Continental troops and
British regulars. In South Carolina and the American Revolution: A Battlefield History, John W.
Gordon illustrates how these encounters, fought between 1775 and 1783, were critical to winning
the struggle that secured Americas independence from Great Britain.
Heroines of the American Revolution Jun 25 2019 Offers profiles for twenty-five women who aided in
the colonists' cause for independence during the American Revolution, including Abigail Adams,
Deborah Sampson, Patience Wright, and Martha Bratton
An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms from 1775-1783, the American Revolutionary War
Nov 30 2019 A definitive analysis of the weapons, equipment, deployment, tactics and motivation of
these national forces, as well as fascinating detail of day-to-day life for the soldiers that fought the
battles
The American Revolution Sep 20 2021 A new look at the American Revolution: more than the
David-versus-Goliath portrayal, it was the very first world war The American Revolutionary War
stands as a monument to freedom and democracy the world over. The American Revolution: A World
War provides a fuller story of a war that involved international interest and conflict. From acts of
resistance like the Boston Tea Party to the "shot heard 'round the world," the struggle for liberty and
independence still resonates; this book offers new insight into the involvement of other nations and
the colonists' desire for a country that symbolized their values and the pursuit of the American way
of life. Spain, France, and the Dutch Republic joined the colonists' fight against the British not
because they supported American independence but because they wanted to protect their own
interests. These nations offered essential financial and military support to the revolutionaries,
without which the colonists may not have been able to withstand British military supremacy on land
and on the seas. The colonists also benefitted from a fortunate tactical advantage: distraction. Great
Britain, working to protect its lucrative colonial interests in the Caribbean and India from the other
European superpowers, turned its attention away from the American front, enabling colonists to
make unexpected gains in the war. These and many other moments in the Revolution are explored
through a global lens to offer more context for this crucial moment in history. Featuring essays from
leading scholars and historians, and fully illustrated with historical military portraiture, documents,
and maps indicating campaigns and territories, this book offers a completely new understanding of
the American Revolution: as that of the first world war.
Diary of the American Revolution Aug 20 2021 "The materials of these volumes are taken from Whig
and Tory newspapers, published during the American Revolution, private diaries, and other
contemporaneous writings [and are arranged chronologically]." -- Preface.
The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution Oct 02 2022 To the original text of what has
become a classic of American historical literature, Bernard Bailyn adds a substantial essay,
"Fulfillment," as a Postscript. Here he discusses the intense, nation-wide debate on the ratification of
the Constitution, stressing the continuities between that struggle over the foundations of the
national government and the original principles of the Revolution. This detailed study of the
persistence of the nation's ideological origins adds a new dimension to the book and projects its
meaning forward into vital current concerns.
An Empire Divided Nov 10 2020 "O'Shaughnessy's excellent, clearly written book is an important
contribution to Caribbean and US history. He successfully explains why the Caribbean colonists, far
from supporting the American Revolution, preferred to keep the British empire intact. . . . Highly
recommended."—Choice
British Friends of the American Revolution Feb 11 2021 This volume profiles a dozen British men
and women, who, for varying reasons, opposed the policy of the British government towards its 13
colonies before and during the American Revolution. Their actions helped prepare the way for the
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recognition of the United States as an independent nation.
The American Revolution Apr 03 2020 In The American Revolution, 1760 to 1790: New Nation as
New Empire, Neil York details the important and complex events that transpired during the creation
of the enduring American Republic. This text presents a global look at the emerging nation’s quest
to balance liberty and authority before, during, and after the conflict with Great Britain, from the fall
of Montreal through the Nootka Sound controversy. Through reviewing the causes and
consequences of the Revolutionary era, York uncovers the period’s paradoxes in an accessible,
introductory text. Taking an international perspective which closely examines the diplomatic and
military elements of this period, this volume includes: Detailed maps of the Colonies, with important
battle scenes highlighted Suggestions for further reading, allowing for more specialized research
Comprehensive international context, providing background to Great Britain’s relations with other
European powers Brief in length but broad in scope, York’s text provides the ideal introductory
volume to the Revolutionary War as well as the creation of American democracy.
The American Revolution Jan 31 2020 Uncover the remarkable story of the American Revolution!
Who were the Redcoats, and what was the Boston Tea Party? Explore key events like the British
surrender at Yorktown, and the writing of the Declaration of Independence. Written in association
with the esteemed Smithsonian Institution, this beautiful visual reference ebook will transport you
back in time and onto the front lines of the American Revolution. Take chronological steps through
the American Revolution, starting with the first stirrings of colonial resistance. Learn about
important events and key moments of the war that gave birth to the American republic. Meet the
most memorable people from the period, from George Washington to Benedict Arnold, and explore
first-person accounts by soldiers and civilians. This history ebook for children grade 7 and up gives
you a complete overview of the most fascinating events during the war. The action is brought to life
through illustrated accounts of every major military action and comprehensive timelines for every
stage of the conflict. Gallery spreads feature the weapons, arms, and uniforms that were used, to
give you a full picture of what it was like. Large color pictures, black-and-white drawings, and
detailed maps add intriguing visuals to the history of America, so reading can be engaging and
enjoyable. This visual reference ebook also details the politics of the war and the different parts of
society impacted by the events. Learn about the treatment of prisoners and the revolution's
implications for women, Native Americans, and African-Americans. Dive in and explore the parts of
the American Revolution you haven't yet discovered. Mapping the Road to American Independence
The American Revolution is the most significant event in American history. Without it, there would
not be the United States of America. More than 240 years after the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, this educational ebook demonstrates why this historical period is still so important
today. Journey through the most significant events and battles: - From Resistance to Rebellion Before 1775 - The Start of the War - 1775 - Birth of a Nation - 1776 - The Struggle for Mastery 1777 - A Widening War - 1778 - Conflict Spreads - 1779 - The Continuing Struggle - 1780 - America
Victorious - 1781-83 - Aftermath: A Stronger Nation
A History Of The American Revolution Jan 25 2022 The history of the American rebellion against
England, written by one of America's preeminent eighteenth-century historians, differs from many
views of the Revolution. It is not colored by excessive worship of the Founding Fathers but, instead,
permeated by sympathy for all those involved in the conflict. Alden has taken advantage of recent
scholarship that has altered opinions about George III and Lord North. But most of all this is a
balanced history—political, military, social, constitutional—of the thirteen colonies from the French
and Indian War in 1763 to Washington's inauguration in 1789. Whether dealing with legendary
figures like Adams and Jefferson or lesser-known aspects of a much picked-over subject, Alden
writes with insights and broad eloquence.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica Jul 07 2020 This book has been considered by academicians and
scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for
future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print
format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen
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are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
England & America Mar 27 2022
The American Revolution: Writings from the War of Independence 1775-1783 (LOA #123) Nov 03
2022 Drawing from journals, letters, newspaper stories, and other writings, this rich portrait of the
American Revolution uses primary sources to paint a lively panoramic view of the conflict.
The American Revolution Mar 03 2020 In April 1775, a decade of simmering tension between the
government of Great Britain and inhabitants of 13 colonies that Britain had established in North
America erupted into a full-fledged conflict. On July 4, 1776, colonial representatives declared that
the colonies would henceforth be independent of British rule. The Declaration of Independence was
a landmark event in American history, but many hard years of fighting and sacrifice lay ahead before
the United States would truly become free. This book in the MAJOR U.S. HISTORICAL WARS series
examines the events that led up to the American Revolution. It discusses the political and military
strategies that colonial and British leaders employed, and provides information about key people,
battles, and events. The American patriots' successful revolution inspired people in other places,
including France and throughout Latin America, to fight for their own independence against
tyrannical rulers. Each title in this series contains color photos, maps, chronology and back matter
including: an index, further reading lists for books and internet resources, and a series glossary.
Mason Crest's editorial team has placed Key Icons to Look for throughout the books in this series in
an effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore possibilities and
expand their viewpoints through our content rich non-fiction books. Key Icons are as follows: Words
to Understand are shown at the front of each chapter with definitions. These words are then used in
the prose throughout that chapter, and are emboldened, so that the reader is able to reference back
to the definitions- building their vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars
are highlighted graphics with content rich material within that allows readers to build knowledge
and broaden their perspectives by weaving together additional information to provide realistic and
holistic perspectives. Text Dependent Questions are placed at the end of each chapter. They
challenge the reader's comprehension of the chapter they have just read, while sending the reader
back to the text for more careful attention to the evidence presented there. Research Projects are
provided at the end of each chapter as well and provide readers with suggestions for projects that
encourage deeper research and analysis. A Series Glossary of Key Terms is included in the back
matter contains terminology used throughout the series. Words found here broaden the reader's
knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field.
The American Revolution Sep 01 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An elegant synthesis done
by the leading scholar in the field, which nicely integrates the work on the American Revolution over
the last three decades but never loses contact with the older, classic questions that we have been
arguing about for over two hundred years.”—Joseph J. Ellis, author of Founding Brothers A
magnificent account of the revolution in arms and consciousness that gave birth to the American
republic. When Abraham Lincoln sought to define the significance of the United States, he naturally
looked back to the American Revolution. He knew that the Revolution not only had legally created
the United States, but also had produced all of the great hopes and values of the American people.
Our noblest ideals and aspirations-our commitments to freedom, constitutionalism, the well-being of
ordinary people, and equality-came out of the Revolutionary era. Lincoln saw as well that the
Revolution had convinced Americans that they were a special people with a special destiny to lead
the world toward liberty. The Revolution, in short, gave birth to whatever sense of nationhood and
national purpose Americans have had. No doubt the story is a dramatic one: Thirteen insignificant
colonies three thousand miles from the centers of Western civilization fought off British rule to
become, in fewer than three decades, a huge, sprawling, rambunctious republic of nearly four
million citizens. But the history of the American Revolution, like the history of the nation as a whole,
ought not to be viewed simply as a story of right and wrong from which moral lessons are to be
drawn. It is a complicated and at times ironic story that needs to be explained and understood, not
blindly celebrated or condemned. How did this great revolution come about? What was its
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character? What were its consequences? These are the questions this short history seeks to answer.
That it succeeds in such a profound and enthralling way is a tribute to Gordon Wood’s mastery of his
subject, and of the historian’s craft.
British Foreign Policy in the Age of the American Revolution May 17 2021 The first detailed
and comprehensive study of British foreign policy the the age of the American Revolution in the
context of Britain's other eighteenth-century conflicts, including the continuing rivalry with the
Bourbons.
Whirlwind Jul 19 2021 Amid a great collection of scholarship and narrative history on the
Revolutionary War and the American struggle for independence, there is a gaping hole; one that
John Ferling's latest book, Whirlwind, will fill. Books chronicling the Revolution have largely ranged
from multivolume tomes that appeal to scholars and the most serious general readers to
microhistories that necessarily gloss over swaths of Independence-era history with only cursory
treatment. Written in Ferling's engaging and narrative-driven style that made books like
Independence and The Ascent of George Washington critical and commercial successes, Whirlwind
is a fast-paced and scrupulously told one-volume history of this epochal time. Balancing social and
political concerns of the period and perspectives of the average American revolutionary with a
careful examination of the war itself, Ferling has crafted the ideal book for armchair military history
buffs, a book about the causes of the American Revolution, the war that won it, and the meaning of
the Revolution overall. Combining careful scholarship, arresting detail, and illustrative storytelling,
Whirlwind is a unique and compelling addition to any collection of books on the American
Revolution.
The Expanding Blaze Jul 31 2022 A major intellectual history of the American Revolution and its
influence on later revolutions in Europe and the Americas The Expanding Blaze is a sweeping history
of how the American Revolution inspired revolutions throughout Europe and the Atlantic world in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Jonathan Israel, one of the world’s leading historians of the
Enlightenment, shows how the radical ideas of American founders such as Paine, Jefferson, Franklin,
Madison, and Monroe set the pattern for democratic revolutions, movements, and constitutions in
France, Britain, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, Greece, Canada, Haiti, Brazil, and
Spanish America. The Expanding Blaze reminds us that the American Revolution was an
astonishingly radical event—and that it didn’t end with the transformation and independence of
America. Rather, the Revolution continued to reverberate in Europe and the Americas for the next
three-quarters of a century. This comprehensive history of the Revolution’s international influence
traces how American efforts to implement Radical Enlightenment ideas—including the destruction of
the old regime and the promotion of democratic republicanism, self-government, and liberty—helped
drive revolutions abroad, as foreign leaders explicitly followed the American example and espoused
American democratic values. The first major new intellectual history of the age of democratic
revolution in decades, The Expanding Blaze returns the American Revolution to its global context.
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